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INTRODUCTION
C. B. Thomas first determined odd prime components of cohomologies
of some sporadic simple groups G by using the fact that these G have
w xsmall Sylow p-subgroups, while Sylow 2-subgroups are quite big Th 1 .
Moreover D. J. Green computed odd primary parts of cohomology of the
biggest Janko group J . In particular for p s 3, its even dimensional4
w xcohomology ring is the Dickson algebra of 2-variables G . I. Leary com-
w xputed the odd component of the Held group Ly1 . D. J. Green and C. B.
Thomas also computed the odd component of the biggest Mathieu group
w xM Th2 . Milgram and Tezuka computed mod 3 cohomology of the24
smaller Mathieu group M and showed that it is the same ring as the12
 . w xcohomology of GL F MT .3 3
w xOn the other hand, given a p-group P, Evens and Priddy EP defined
the ring of universal stable elements by
I P s Im res H* G ª H* P , .  .  . .F
G
 .where G runs all finite groups with P as a Sylow p-subgroup. Here H* ]
means the ordinary cohomology theory with the integral coefficient. In
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 .  .general, there does not exist G such that H* G s H* G m Z s p.  p.
 .I P . However, if such a G exists, then this group must become quite big.
 .  . 1q2Indeed, Green's result shows that H* J s I E , where E s p is4 3. q
3 the extraspecial p-group of order p and of exponent p. For p s 11, this
.does not occur while J has a Sylow 11-subgroup E. Motivated by this4
 w x.Green's result Theorem 15 in G , we obtain:
THEOREM 0.1. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup isomor-
phic to the extraspecial p-group E of order p3 of exponent p for an odd prime
 .p. Assume that G contains a maximal parabolic subgroup F :GL F ofp 2 p
 .GL F as a subgroup of G, and there is a unique G-conjugacy class of3 p
 .2  .  .subgroups isomorphic to F . Then H* G s I E ,p  p.
even Ä Ä 2w x w x 4H G ( Zrp D [ Zrp N ¬ 0 - i F p y 3 m Zrp D .  .  .p 2 i 1
odd w x  4H G ( Zrp D , D a , .  .p 1 2
Ä w x w x  .  4where Zrp D means Z D r pD , Zrp a means the free Zrp-module
< <  . < <  . . < <generated by a, and D s 2 p p y 1 , D s 2 p q 1 p y 1 , N s1 2 i
 .  . < < 22 p p y 2 y i q 2 i q 1 , a s 4 p y 2 p y 3. Moreo¨er each N is nilpo-i’ . w x tent, so H* G r 0 s Zrp D , D is the Dickson algebra the in¨ariants p. 1 2
 ..in the polynomial algebra under the action GL F .2 p
Yoshiara showed the authors that the Rudvalis group Ru, the largest
2  . Janko group J , and the Tits group F 4 this group is not a simple4 2
.group for p s 3, and the Thompson group for p s 5 satisfy the assump-
 .  .tion of the above theorem, so H* G s I E for these groups and p.
primes.
He pointed out that if any sporadic simple group has a Sylow p-sub-
group P of order p3 for an odd prime p, then P is isomorphic to the
 .extraspecial p-group E. Moreover he gave a list 4.1 where almost all
information necessary to obtain cohomologies is given, e.g., the modified
 .  .  .  .  .  .Weyl group W E s N E rEC E , W F s N F rC F for p-pureG G G G G G
subgroups F of order p2, the number of G-conjugacy classes of subgroups
2 which are isomorphic to F hereafter we write this simply as the numberp
2 .of G-c.c. of F -groups . Here we say that a subgroup X is p-pure if allp
nontrivial elements of order p in X are conjugate in G. Indeed we can
compute cohomologies from the following theorem;
 .THEOREM 0.2. For simple groups listed in 4.1 , we ha¨e an isomorphism
 . y1  .W E W AUG GH* G s H* E l i H* A , .  .  . .p F A
A
where A ranges o¨er a set of complete representati¨ e of G-c.c. of p-pure
F 2-subgroups.p
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However, to compute invariant rings is not so trivial or clear. In this
paper we study systematically the even dimensional cohomologies of such
groups and study how they are close to or different from the universal
 .stable rings. For example, nine cases in the list 4.1 satisfy
even even evenI E Q H G Q H GL F , .  .  .  . .p 3 p  .p
where R Q R9 means that R is isomorphic to a subalgebra of R9.
odd .These results also hold for H G . Moreover most results and p.
arguments in this paper, except for the explicit computations for invari-
 .ants, can be applied to H* G; F . Then the methods of Webb and Ademp
w xand Milgram AMM could be very useful. However, we do not discuss
 .these here. The reasons are that since the ring structure of H* E; F isp
w x w x.extremely complicated Ly1 , MT , it seems to take more time for com-
puting invariants, and that since the ring of most concern to us is
even’ ’ .  .  .H* G; F r 0 ( H* G r 0 , we began to consider H G beforep  p.  p.
 .the full study for H* G; F .p
Last, we note that when p s 2 the situation is quite different see the
w x w x.works of Adem and Milgram AM , AMM .
1. QUILLEN'S THEOREM AND THE COHOMOLOGY OF
AN EXTRASPECIAL p GROUP E
Let f : R ª R be a map between Noetherian rings. Recall that f is1 2 ’  .F-isomorphic if f is injective modulo 0 the ideal of nilpotent elements
and for all x g R , there is an m such that x p m g Im f. The main2
w xtheorem of Q1 is:
 w x.THEOREM 1.1 Quillen Q1 . The induced map from restriction
H even G; F ª Liminv H even A; F .  .p Ag IE p
is an F-isomorphism, where IE is a set of complete representati¨ es of conju-
gacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G.
Fix an algebraically closed field V of characteristic p and transcenden-
 .tal degree `. Let R V denote the variety of R , that is, the set of ring1 1
 .maps Hom R , V endowed with the Zariski topology. For example, given1
an elementary abelian p-group A,
H even A; F V ( S A V ( A m V , .  .  . .p
 .where S A is the symmetric algebra on A over Zrp. Given ideal I in
 .  .S A , the variety Var I is the zeros of I in A m V. Then taking the
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 .   . . .coordinate homomorphism, we know that Var I s S A rI V . Note
that if f : R ª R is a map of rings making R a finitely generated1 2 2
R -module, then f is an F-isomorphism if and only if the induced map1
 .  .  w x.R V ª R V is an isomorphism B.8, B.9 in Q1 . Set2 1
q
A m V s A m V y A9 m V . . D
A9§A
The stratification theorem for cohomology of groups is:
 w x. even . .THEOREM 1.2 Quillen Q1 . The ¨ariety H G; F V has a stratifi-p
cation
H even G; F V s Vq, . . Ep A
AgIE
q U  .q  .where V s i A m V for i : A ; G. Moreo¨er the group W A sA A A G
 .  . N A rC A acts freely on A m V and the restriction map induces A mG G
.q  . qV rW A ( V .G A
w xRemark. In the paper Q2 , Quillen gave another proof of Theorem 1.2,
by using Evens' norm. Using Evens' norm for integral cohomologies, we
 w x.can easily prove compare Lemma 2.4 in Q2 that
H even G ª H even G; F ª Liminv H even A; F .  .  .  .p p Ag IE p
are F-isomorphisms.
Now we recall that the extraspecial p-group E has a presentation
 p p p :w x w x w xE s a, b , c ¬ a, b s c, a s b s c s a, c s b , c s 1
and that the cohomology of E is given as follows this was first computed
 w x w x..by Lewis see Lw , Ly2 ,
H even E .
Ä p pw x( Zrp y , y r y y y y y [ Zrp b , . . . , b 4 . /1 2 1 1 2 1 py22
1.3 .
Ä 2 w xm Zrp ¨
odd w x p p 4H E ( Zrp y , y a , a r y a y y a , y a y y a , .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 12
Ä w x w x  . w x 4 w xwhere Zrp y s Z y r pz , Zrp y a is the Zrp y -free module gener-
< < < < < <ated by a, and the degrees are given by y s 2, b s 2 j q 2, ¨ s 2 p,i j
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< <a s 3. Moreover the multiplication is given byi
y b s b b s 0 for i s 1, 2, 0 - k - p y 2, 0 - j - p y 1i k k j
1.4 . py1py1 2y b s y y , i / j, b s y y . .i py2 i j py2 1 2
 w x w x .For a complete description of the product, see Lw , Ly2 .
Throughout this paper, we use E to denote the extraspecial p-group
above.
even .The mod p cohomology H E; F is multiplicatively generated byp
even . X X  X .elements in H E and a , a such that their Bocksteins are B a s a .1 2 i i
X 2  w x.We can easily see that a s 0 see Ly2 . Hence in this case, we obtaini
’H* E; F r 0 .p
’( H* E r 0 .
w x p p w x( Zrp y , y r y y y y y [ Zrp b m Zrp ¨ . 4 . .1 2 1 1 2 py22
p  . py1.2 r2 py1Since b s y y y , the variety ispy2 1 2 1
H even E; F V . .p
( Var y p y y y y p s Var y y y l y . . 1 2 1 1 2 12  /
lgFp
s Var y j Var y y l y ; y , y , ¨ ( V3. 4 .  .  .D1 2 1 1 2
lgFp
There are exactly p q 1 maximal elementary abelian p-groups in E.
Throughout this paper, we denote them as
 :  :1.5 A s ab , c , 0 F l F p y 1, A s b , c . . l l `
The correspondences in Theorem 1.2 are given by
q qq qV s Var y y l y , V s Var y . .  .A 2 1 A 1l `
Each A is a normal subgroup of E and has p q 1 subgroups of order pl
 :  l m:Z E s c , A s ab c for 0 F m F p y 1, . lm
 .  .where Z E is the center of E and subgroups A 0 F m F p y 1 arelm
E-conjugate to each other.
Here we write down the restriction images to A of generators inl
 .  w x .  . w x  .H* E see Ly2 for details . Let us write H* A s Zrp y , u m H a ,l l l
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< < < < < <  .with u s y s 2, a s 3, where H a is the exterior algebra over Fl l p
generated by a. Then we have:
la l g F , .l y ,y , a , l pll ly ª y ª a ª a ª1 2 1 2  y , `0, 0, a l s ` , .`
¨ ª u p y y py1u , b ª 0 for 0 - k F p y 3 , .k1.6 .
y py1 l / 0, ` , .lb ªpy2  0 l s 0, ` . .
2. CARTAN]EILENBERG STABLE ELEMENTS THEOREM
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G of index prime to p. Define
 .  .  .  .  .the homomorphism r : N H ª Out H s Aut H rInn H by r g :G
y1  .  .   ..x ª gxg . The kernel of r is HC H . Let us write W H s r N HG G G
 .  .( N H rHC H . Since inner automorphisms induce isomorphisms onG G
cohomology, we obtain
N W .  .H HG GH* G ; H* H ( H* H . .  .  . .  .  .p p p
Given double coset decomposition G s D Hx H, an element a gi
 .H* H is said to be stable if for each x ,i
a ¬ H l H x i s xU a ¬ H x iy1 l H , .i
where xU is the map induced by the adjoint for x, and H x s xy1Hx.i
 w x.  .THEOREM 2.1 Cartan and Eilenberg CE . An element a g H* H is
  .  ..stable if and only if a g Im res H* G ª H* H .
In particular, if G is isomorphic to a semidirect product H: K for a subgroup
 .K of Out H , then
KH* G ( H* H : K ( H* H . .  .  . .  .  .p p p
 .Here notice that the group K above is contained in Out9 H , the subset of
 .  .  .Out E of order prime to p. Let K be a subgroup of Out E in Out9 H
 .  .and let a g Out E . The automorphism a* of H* H induces the isomor-
 .K  .a K ay1phism a*: H* H ( H* H . However, note that the restriction p.  p.
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 .  a.  .images of H* H: K and H* H: K into H* E are generally not the
same.
 . w xGiven p-group P, the universal stable ring I P is defined EP by
2.2 I P s Im res H* G ª H* P , .  .  .  . .F
G
where G runs over all finite groups with P as a Sylow p-subgroup.
Now consider the case P s E, the extraspecial p-group described in
Section 1.
 .out9E .  .G L2Fp.LEMMA 2.3. If x g H* E and x ¬ A g H* A for all l gl l
 4  .F j ` , then x g I E .p
Proof. Let G be a finite group such that E is a Sylow p-subgroup of G,
 .  .  .  .and suppose g g N E . Then W E s N E rEC E is isomorphic toG G G G
 .  .  .a subgroup of Out E of index prime to p. Hence g* s r g g Out9 E .
g <  .G L2Fp.If E l E / E, then for elements x with x A g H* A , it isl l
 < .  .AutB .immediate that x A ¬ B g H* B for any subgroup B of A, sincel
 .  .  .all elements in Aut B are extendible to Aut A ( Gl F . Q.E.D.2 p
Green proves a stronger result by using the fact that if x is ``stable after
w xcorestriction'' then x is stable CE .
 w x.  .LEMMA 2.4 Green G . If x g H* E satisfies the stability condition for
all g such that E g l E has order at least p2, then x is stable.
 .The group Out E is generated by elements defined by
a ª al1 bl2
l l1 2m m1 2b ª a b , det / 0,m m /1 22.5 .
l1 m2yl 2 m1  .  .since c ª c . Hence Out E s GL F . Therefore we identify2 p
  ..  .the group r N E with a subgroup of GL F . The general linear groupG 2 p
 .GL F is generated by subgroups2 p
l 010 1 UW s , T s l g F ,i p ; /  ; /y1 0 0 l2
1 )U s ) g F .p ; /0 1
 . even .TNote that W, T ; Out9 E . We first study H E . The adjoint action t*
 .for t s diag l , l is given by1 2
iq1y ª l y , ¨ ª l l ¨ , b ª l l b . .i i i 1 2 i 1 2 i
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Hence we get
w x even .T even .THEOREM 2.6 TY . H E ( H E:T is additi¨ ely isomorphic to
q 2Ä Äw x w x w x w x 4Zrp Y [ Zrp Y [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N m Zrp V , 4 /1 2 i j
where Y s y py1, V s ¨ py1, B s b andi py2i
ipyjy2 py1yiN s b ¨ , 1 F j F p y 3, W s y y ¨ , 1 F i F p y 2, .j j i 1 2
w xq w xand where Zrp ] , the positi¨ e degree parts of Zrp ] , and the multiplica-
tions are gi¨ en by Y B s Y B s B2, BW s YW s YW .1 2 i i i
There are three conjugacy classes of maximal elementary abelian p-
groups in E:T which are represented by A , A , and A being conjugate0 ` 1
.to A , l / 0, ` .l
The variety is
H even E:T V .  .
( Var Y Y Y y Y . .1 2 1 2
( Var Y j Var Y j Var Y y Y ( V j V j V . .  .  .1 2 1 2 A A A0 1 `
2  .Next consider the cohomology F :GL F . Denote this group by Pal.p 2 p
2 2  4Identify E and A with the subgroups F :U and F : 1 , respectively. The` p p
 .diagonal action t* for t s diag l , l is given by1 2
y ª l rl y , y ª l y , ¨ ª l ¨ .1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
Then we see that
0 1Pal s TE j TEwTE for w s  /y1 0
and Ew l E s A . Hence by the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theo-`
rem,
T y1 WUH* Pal s H* E l i H* A . .  .  . .p ` `
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Thus we can prove:
w x w x w x.THEOREM 2.7 Ly2 , MT , TY . There is an additi¨ e isomorphism
qeven Ä w x w x w x  4H Pal ( Zrp Y [ Zrp Y V [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N 4 .  .p  /1 2 i j
2 pÄm Zrp Y q V2
and the multiplications are gi¨ en by
Y Y V s Y VB s B2 Y p q V y B pq2 , Y B s B2 . .1 2 2 12
w xG L2Fp.It is well known that Zrp y, u is generated by 2-elements
Y p q V s y p py1. q y  py1. py1.u py1 q ??? qu p py1.
py1
py1p pYV s y u y l y s yu y y u . .  . /
lgFp
Hence we have
even . w xG L2Fp.COROLLARY 2.8. H Pal ¬ A s Zrp y , u .` 2
3. UNIVERSAL STABLE ELEMENTS
 w xFor ease of notation, let us write C s Y q Y y B see Leary Ly1 ,1 2
 . .C s C ; the p y 1 st Chern class of some representation . Then it ispy1
 .W j T  w x.immediate that C g H* E . By Lewis Theorem 6.26 in Lw , we also
obtain
py1 1 1u*B s B q y q y y Y for u s . .1 2 2  /0 1
 . py1   . py1 .Hence u*C s y q y q Y y B q y q y y Y s C. Thus1 2 1 1 2 2
 .outE .  .outE .C g H* E . Now define elements in H* E by
3.1 D s C p q V , D s CV . . 1 2
 . py1From 1.6 we see that C ¬ A s y for all l g F j `. Thereforel l p
D ¬ A and D ¬ A are Dickson elements1 l 2 l
D ¬ A s Y p q V , D ¬ A s Y V for all l g F j `.1 l l 2 l l p
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Thus from Lemma 2.3,
 .LEMMA 3.2. D , D g I E .1 2
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that G is a finite group containing a subgroup
isomorphic to Pal of index prime to p. If there is exactly one G-c.c. of
F 2-subgroups, thenp
’ w xH* G r 0 ( Zrp D , D . .  .p 1 2
Proof. Since the number of c.c. of F 2-subgroups is just one, by Quillen'sp
theorem, the kernel of the restriction map
j*: H* G ª H* A . .  . .p `
’ ’ .  .is nilpotent. So H* G r 0 ¨ H* A r 0 . Since Pal ; G, we have p. `
G L F .2 p’ ’ .  .  .H* G r 0 ; H* A r 0 . Since D g H* G , this map is p. ` i  p.
also epic. Q.E.D.
even .TFrom Theorem 2.6, the nilpotent part of H E is
w x w xZrp V N s Zrp D N . 4  4j 1 j
 .We also see that N is invariant under Out E , and N ¬ A s 0 for allj j l
 .l g F j ` from 1.6 and Theorem 2.6. Thus we have the even degreep
parts of Theorem 0.1 in the Introduction.
LEMMA 3.4. If the assumption of Lemma 3.3 holds, then
even Ä Ä 2w x w xH G ( Zrp D [ Zrp N m Zrp D . 4 .  .p  /2 j 1
Next consider the odd degree parts. Suppose that the assumption of
 .Lemma 3.3 holds. The adjoint action t* for the diag l , l is given by1 2
a ª l2rl a , a ª l l2 a1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
 w x. see Lemma 4.1 in TY . The invariant parts are computed Theorem 4.4
w x.in TY as follows:
T py2odd pH E ¬ A s Zrp Y q V , Y V y ¨ a . .  . 40 1 1 1 1
The adjoint map induces the isomorphism
(Ux : H* A ª H* A .  .l 0 l
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xl  . py2for an element x g G with A s A . Since y ¨ a is invariant underl l 0 1 1
 . U  . py2  . py2GL F , we see that x y ¨ a s y ¨ a . Let us write an element2 p ` 1 1 2 2
 .in H* G by
py2 py2z s f Y , V y ¨ a q f 9 Y , V y ¨ a .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
py2q g Y , B , V Y y ¨ a . .  .2 2 1 1
 .  .Since z ¬ A is invariant under GL F , so is f Y , V . Hence0 2 p 1
xU f Y , V s f Y , V s f 9 Y , V . .  .  .` 1 2 2
 .Considering the restriction to A l / 0, ` , we havel
py2z ¬ A s 2 f Y , V q g Y , B , V Y y ¨ a .  .  . .l l l l l l
y1 py2Ux z ¬ A s f Y , V y ¨ a . .  .  .l 0 l l l
Both formulas must be the same by the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements
theorem. Thus we get
 .G L F2 pg Y , V Y s g 9 Y , V VY with g 9 Y , V g H* A . .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 2 `
Hence we obtain the odd degree parts of Theorem 0.1 in the Introduction.
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose the assumption of Lemma 3.3 holds. Then
odd w xH G s Zrp D , D .  .p 1 2
py2 py2 py2
= Y V y ¨ a q Y V y ¨ a y VY y ¨ a . .  .  . 41 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
4. SPORADIC SIMPLE GROUPS
The contents of this section were shown to the authors by Yoshiara. The
authors thank Yoshiara very much.
First, we notice that if a sporadic simple group G has a Sylow p-
subgroup P of order p3 for an odd prime, then P ( E. Yoshiara gives the
list of sporadic simple groups G with a Sylow p-subgroup isomorphic to
w xE. The first column is the name of the group G according to ATLAS ,
 .the second column shows the prime, the third resp. fourth gives the iso-
 .   .. morphism type of the Weyl group W E resp. W X of E resp. a p-G G
. w xpure subgroup X following the notation in ATLAS , and the fifth is
the number of G-c.c. of F 2-subgroups of G. The last column gives thep
 . 2representative of N E -c.c. of F -subgroups of E, together with theG p
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lengths of the corresponding classes. Here each representative is described
 :  .by its ``type,'' that is, it is denoted by pX, pY resp. pX-pure if it is
generated by elements x, y of conjugacy classes denoted by pX and pY in
w x ATLAS , respectively resp. any non-trivial elements of a representative
.are contained in a class pX .
 .  . 2p W E W p-pure a Conj Subgroups isomorphic to FG G p
2  .   : .M 3 2 GL 3 3 3 A-pure; 1, 3 A-pure; 1, 3 A, 3B ; 212 2
 .GL 32
 : .HJ 3 8 1 3 A, 3B ; 4
 .  :  : .HS 5 M 16 2 5 A, 5B ; 2, 5 A, 5C ; 4
 .   : .M 3 D GL 3 2 3 A-pure; 2, 3 A, 3B ; 224 8 2
 .  : .McL 5 3 : 8 1 5 A, 5B ; 6
 .   : .He 3 D GL 3 2 3 A-pure; 2, 3 A, 3B ; 28 2
 .  .   :  : .He 7 S = 3 2 L 7 3 7A-pure; 3, 7C, 7A ; 2, 7C, 7D ; 33 2
 .  .  .Ru 3 SD 16 GL 3 1 3 A-pure; 42
5 . w x  .   : .4.1 Ru 5 2 GL 5 2 5 A-pure; 2, 5 A, 5B ; 42
 .  .   : .O'N 7 3 = D 2 L 7 :2 3 7A-pure; 2, 7A-pure; 2, 7A, 7B ; 48 2
 .2 L 7 :22
  ..  : .Co 5 3: M 16 1 5 A, 5B ; 63
 : .Co 5 4S 1 5 A, 5B ; 62 4
 .  .Th 5 4S GL 5 1 5 A-pure; 64 2
 .  .  .J 3 SD 16 GL 3 1 3 A-pure; 44 2
 .  : .J 11 5 = 2S 1 11 A, 11B ; 64 4
X  .  .   :  : .F 7 S = 6 2 L 7 :2 3 7B-pure; 3, 7A, 7B ; 2, 7C, 7B ; 324 3 2
 .  .   : .M 13 3 = 4S 4L 13 2 2 13-pure; 2, 13 A, 13B ; 124 2
 .   ..  .Remark. The kernel EC E resp. C X of the map r : N E ªG G G
 .  .  .   .  .  ..W E ; Out E s GL F resp. N p-pure X ª Aut X s GL FG 2 p G 2 p
 .  .  .   .  ..is E resp. X itself, i.e., N E s E:W E resp. N X s X ? W X ,G G G G
 . except for the case p s 3, G s J , and EC E s 2 = E resp. p s 3,4 G
 . 2 2 .G s He, and C X s 2 = 3 .G
w xHere we used the notations in ATLAS . The letter m means cyclic
group Zrm of order m, pn means the elementary abelian p-group of rank
 .n, D is the dihedral group of order 8, SD 16 is the semidihedral group of8
 . w 5 x 5order 16, M 16 and 2 are some groups of orders 16 and 2 , respectively,
 .  .and L p means the projective special linear group PSL F . The2 2 p
product G ? H means any group having a normal subgroup isomorphic to
G and the corresponding quotient isomorphic to H. The product G: H
2  .means a semidirect product, e.g., Pal s p :GL p . We also note that E is2
1q2 w xwritten by p in ATLAS .q
COROLLARY 4.2. The Rud¨alis group Ru and the largest Janko group J4
for p s 3, and the Thompson group Th for p s 5, satisfy the assumption of
 .  .Theorem 0.1. Thus H* G s I E for these groups and primes. p.
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1 .  .w xGreen computed H* J completely. Leary computed H* He .4 11. 2
 .Milgram and Tezuka computed H* M ; F and showed that it is the12 3
1  . .  .w xsame ring as H* GL F ; F . C. B. Thomas computed H* M .3 3 3 24 2
We do not decide cohomologies for other sporadic groups at the present
time. However, we study the even dimensional cohomologies of Sporadic
 .groups systematically, by using the above list. The list 4.1 shows that
studying the cohomology of these groups is equivalent to computing the
invariant rings.
THEOREM 4.3. For a sporadic simple groups G and a prime p listed in
 .4.1 , there is an isomorphism
 . y1  .W E W AUG GH* G ( H* E l i H* A , .  .  . .p F A
A
where A runs G-c.c. of p-pure F 2-subgroups.p
For the proof, we need the following lemmas.
< g < 2  g .LEMMA 4.4. If there is a g g G with E l E s p , then N E l E gG
 .N E .G
Proof. The subgroup A s E l E g is a subgroup of E of index p, and
so A is normal in both E and E g. Hence E and E g are Sylow p-subgroups
 .  . g hof N A . By Sylow's theorem, there is h g N A such that E s E . IfG G
 .  .  . h gN A F N E , then h g N E and this means E s E s E , which isG G G
a contradiction. Q.E.D.
 .Let us denote by Z G the center of a finite group G.
  ..  . gLEMMA 4.5. If N Z E s N E , then for each g g G, E l E is notG G
 :an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2 of type pX, pY for any X / Y.
g 2  :Proof. Suppose E l E s A is an F -subgroup of type pX, pY ,p
X / Y. Note that the p q 1 subgroups of A of index p are decomposed
  .4into two E-conjugacy classes of lengths 1 and p, that is, Z E and the
 .other subgroups. Since Z E ; A, we may assume that there is an element
 .  .both in Z E and in pX. Hence Z E is the unique subgroup of A which
 .   ..  .is generated by an element in pX. Thus N A F N Z E s N E andG G G
this contradicts Lemma 4.4. Q.E.D.
 .   ..Proof of Theorem 4.3. Suppose N E s N Z E . From Lemma 4.5,G G
g  :  .E l E s pX, pX . For groups listed in 4.1 , subgroups of type
 : gpX, pX are all p-pure. If E l E s A, then from the proof of Lemma
 . h g  y1 .4.4, there is h g N A such that E s E . Hence g* s h* gh * withG
y1  .  .NGE .gh g N E . Therefore for elements in H* E , it is sufficient toG
see such h for checking the condition of the Cartan]Eilenberg stable
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 .elements theorem, by Green's lemma Lemma 2.4 . Hence we can prove
 .   ..Theorem 4.3 for the cases N E s N Z E .G G
 .  .   ..The sporadic groups listed 4.1 have the property N E s N Z E ,G G
except for the cases
HJ, p s 3 M , p s 3 He, p s 3 Ru, p s 3 J , p s 324 4
 .4.6   ..  .  .  .N Z E 3 ? PGL 9 3 ? S 3 ? S 3 ? Aut A 2 = 3 M : 2G 6 7 6 22
 :The groups containing subgroups of type pX, pY with pX / pY are HJ,
 :M , He. For these cases, we can also prove that if A is of type pX, pY ,24
 .  .then N A F N E . From Lemma 4.5, we can prove Theorem 4.3 for allG G
 .groups listed in 4.1 . Q.E.D.
Remark. Theorem 4.3 is also proved by the result of Jackowski and
 w x w x.McClure Theorem 7.7 in JM , Theorem 3.2 in B .
 .Now we sketch how to obtain the list 4.1 .
w xThe order of each simple group is of course written in ATLAS . The
3  . w xSylow groups of order p for odd primes are listed in 4.1 . In ATLAS ,
the order of each element in each conjugacy class is given, i.e., pX means
 .a conjugacy class of elements of order p. Each group G in 4.1 does not
have elements of order p2 or contain nonabelian p-groups; hence G
contains E. The order of the centralizer of an element in pX is given in
w x <   .. <ATLAS . In particular, from the order C Z E and the informationG
 . i .about the conjugacy of 1 / c g Z E and c 2 F i F p y 1 , we can deter-
<   .. < w   ..xmine N Z E . Using the fact that G; N Z E is prime to p, we lookG G
  .. at the maximal subgroups M containing N Z E which can be found inG
w x < < <   .. <ATLAS . If M / N Z E then we continue this procedure for M.G
  .. Thus we get N Z E indeed, this group is well known to group theo-G
.   ..  .rists . It turned out that N Z E rZ E is not too large to work with.G
 .  .  .  .Since N E normalizes Z E , the group N E rZ E can be inspectedG G
  ..  .  .inside N Z E rZ E as the normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup ErZ E ,G
 .and hence we can determine N E .G
The number of conjugacy classes can be obtained by the following
procedure.
Let A, B be subgroups of G isomorphic to F 2 and E, F Sylowp
p-subgroups of G which contain A, B, respectively. By Sylow's theorem,
there is g g G such that F g s E. Then A and B g are both subgroups of
 .E of index p which contain Z E . Thus for studying conjugacy classes, we
 .only consider the classes where A, B are in E and both contain Z E .
 .Let us denote by X the image of X - N E via the natural projectionG
2 .  .  .N E ª N E rZ E . The image E is isomorphic to F and A, B areG G p
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 .subgroups of E of order p. The group N E acts on E by conjugation.G
 .Since E is abelian, its kernel K contains EC E . Hence we can identifyG
 .  .  .N E rK with some subgroup of Aut E ( GL F , and this action givesG 2 p
2a permutation group on the p q 1 subgroups of order p in E ; F . Sincep
g .  .  .  .Out E s GL F , we have K s EC E . If A s B, for g g N E ,2 p G G
then we have Ag s B.
 .  .Since we know N E rEC E explicitly, we also know the action ofG G
 .   . .N E on E explicitly in most cases EC E s E . Thus we obtain theG G
 .orbit decomposition of subgroups of order p in E. If A , . . . , A is a1 r
complete set of representatives of these orbits, then any subgroup of G of
order p2 is conjugate to some A .i
 :Suppose that A , A are of type pX, pY , X / Y. Then a nontriviali j
 .  .element in Z E is contained in pX and nontrivial elements in A y Z Ei
 . gand in A y Z E are contained in pY. Hence if A s A for g g G, thenj i j
 . g  .   ..   ..Z E s Z E so g g N Z E . We already know N Z E explicitlyG G
and we can prove that there does not exist such a g. Hence we may assume
that both A and A are pX-pure. This happens only when G s M ori j 12
O'N. Explicit examination inside these groups shows that A is noti
G-conjugate to A . Thus we can verify the fact that there is no i / j withj
Ag s A for any g g G.i j
 .Remark. Let us denote by A G the poset of elementary abelianp
<  . <p-subgroups of G which are not trivial, and by A G the associativep
<  . <space. Webb and Adem and Milgram used the complex A G rG andp
the stabilizer groups on simplices to compute the additive structure of the
 . w x  .cohomology H* G:F AM . From 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.3, wep
<  . <can obtain A G rG and the stabilizer groups for some cases. Hence wep
 .can compute H* G; F by this method. However, in this paper, we onlyp
 .use the classical Cartan]Eilenberg method for H* G because p.
 .H* E; F is very complicated and it is easier to use Theorem 4.3 top
 .calculate H* G . p.
5. GROUPS WITH NO p-PURE SUBGROUPS
In this section we consider the case where a sporadic simple group does
not contain p-pure F 2-subgroups. These groups are HJ for p s 3; HS,p
McL, Co , Co for p s 5; and J for 11. From Theorem 4.3, we have3 2 4
 .  .N E W EG G5.1 H* G ( H* E ( H* E . .  .  .  . .p
 .  .  .Since W E is explicitly given in 4.1 , we can determine H* G inG  p.
principle. However, direct computations of the invariant rings are not so
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 .easy. Here we give the even dimensional parts of H* G by using p.
Quillen's theorem.
 .out9E .Green computed H E for p s 3. Extending his arguments, we
 .evenwill compute I E without the assumption of the existence of finite
 .  .groups in Theorem 0.1. Recall Out E s GL F and its diagonal sub-2 p
group T. Let us write
1 y1 2 02k s . Then k s ; T /  /y1 y1 0 2
 .and hence k g Out9 E .
even  . k:j T even .out 9 E . even  .out E .LEMMA 5.2. H E s H E s H E s
Ä Ä 2 w x  4. w xZrp C [ Zrp N m Zrp V .j
Proof. The map k* induces
y ª y y y , y ª yy y y , ¨ ª y2¨ .1 1 2 2 1 2
 . i py1yiHence k*W / W since W s y y ¨ . For the degree 0 modi i i 1 2
 .2 p y 1 parts, we obtain the additive isomorphism
q qT2 py1. Ä Äw x w x w x w xH * E s Zrp Y [ Zrp Y [ Zrp C m Zrp V . .  .1 2
 .outE .  .Recall that C g H E see the first parts in Section 3 . For an
element
Ts sx s l Y q l Y q Va with a g H* E , .1 1 2 2
the action of k* is given by
 .  .py1 s py1 sk*x s l y y y q l yy y y q Vk*a, .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
which is equal to x only if l s l s 0. Since C and V are invariant under1 2
k*, we can easily prove this lemma. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 5.3. For all odd primes,
even 2Ä Äw x w xI E s Zrp D [ Zrp N m Zrp D . 4 .  /2 j 1
 even ..Proof. From Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 2.7 H Pal , we have the
corollary. Q.E.D.
 .THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that G satisfies 5.1 and there is exactly one
2  .  .G-c.c. of F -subgroups. If T ; W E ; GL F , thenp G 2 p
 .out9 Eeven evenH G ( H E . .  . .p
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even . even .NGE .  .Proof. Let x g H G s H E . Since T ; W E , we see p. G
that
Ä Ä 2w x w xx ¬ A g Zrp Y m Zrp V .0 1
Ä Ä 2w x w xTake an element x9 in Zrp C m Zrp V such that x y x9 ¬ A s 0.0
Since the number of c.c. of F 2-subgroups is only one, by Quillen'sp’theorem, x y x9 g 0 . Thus we obtain the theorem from Lemma 5.2.
Q.E.D.
We can verify the fact that the Conway group Co for p s 5 satisfies the2
 .assumption of Theorem 5.4, since W E contains a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG
 .GL F . However, the assumption of Theorem 5.4 seems too restrictive.2 5
So we will study the concrete cases for p s 3 and p s 5.
 .Let us consider the case p s 3 first. In this case Out9 E forms a group
 . 4isomorphic to the semidihedral group SD 16 of order 2 and is generated
by
0 1 0 1w s and l s /  /y1 0 1 y1
4 2 w x 2with the relation l s w , l, w s l s k.
 . l:  .LEMMA 5.5. Let G be a group such that H* E s H* G . If there is3.
only one G-c.c. of F 2-subgroups, thenp
 :leven Ä Äw x w xH E s Zr3 C m Zr9 V .
2 2w x  4[Zr3 C , V C9 with C9 s C V . .
even .yl:Proof. First, note that an element z g H E has the form
z s l Y s q l Y s q l y y B sy1 q l B s ¨ t . . 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 4
 .In particular, we can see that C9 s Y y Y y y y ¨ is invariant under1 2 1 2
l*. Let z be an invariant under l*. Since V s ¨ 2 and C s Y q Y y B, we1 2
Ä Ä 2w x w x 4can take z9 g Zrp C m Zrp V 1, C9 such that z y z9 ¬ A s 0. Since0
2 ’G has only one G-c.c. of F -subgroups, we have z y z9 s 0 s 0 for thisp
case. Q.E.D.
w x From ATLAS , we obtain the following inclusion relations up to
.conjugacy among groups, where A - B means that A is isomorphic to a
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maximal subgroup of B:
G 5 .2
k
U 3 :2 - G 4 .  .3 2
k
1q23 :8 - U 3 - HJ - J .q 3 4
THEOREM 5.6.
H even U 3 :2 ( H even G 4 ( H even G 5 .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .3 3 33 2 2
Ä Äw x w x( Zr3 C m Zr9 D ,1
and H even HJ ( H even U 3 ( H even 31q2 :8 .  . .  . .  .3 3  .q 3
Ä Äw x w x w x  4( Zr3 C m Zr9 D [ Zr3 C , D C9 .1 1
w xProof. From ATLAS , we know that the projective special unitary
 . 1q2 1q2group U 3 has only one maximal subgroup 3 :8 which contains 3 s3 q q
 . 1q2  .E. Hence N E is contained in 3 :8, since U 3 is a simple group.U 3. q 33
  . 1q2 .   ..  . z r8Indeed N E s 3 :8 . Thus we get H* U 3 s H* E . TheU 3. q 33
 .  .Hall Janko group has two maximal groups U 3 and 3 ? PGL 9 contain-3 2
 w x.  .ing E see ATLAS . The normalizer of E in 3 ? PGL 9 corresponds to2
 .a Borel subgroup of PGL 9 , which is isomorphic to E:8. Hence2
even  .. even  ..H U 3 s H 3 ? PGL 9 . Since HJ is a simple group, we get3 3. 2 3.
even . even  .. H HJ s H U 3 . It is also an immediate consequence of3. 3 3.
 .   ..N E s E:8 see 4.1 .H J
 .  .Since Out9 E is a semidihedral group SD 16 s Zr8:Zr2, we get
even  . . even .Out9E .H U 3 :2 s H E . From Lemma 5.2, we have the even3 3.
degree parts of cohomologies of these groups.
 .The cohomology of the exceptional Lie group G C is well known:2
1 < < < <H* G C s m , m with m s 3, m s 11. .  . . H2 1 2 1 22
So the cohomology of its classifying space is
< < < <w xH* BG C s Z n , n with n s 4, n s 12. . . .32 3. 1 2 1 2
 . w xSince G C has no 3-torsion, we can use Quillen's theorem K and2
H even BG C ( H even G 4 ( H even G 5 . .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .3 3 32 2 2
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w x  . sIndeed Kleinerman K showed that if l, p s 1 and q s p , then
w xH* BG F ; Zrl ( Zrl y , y . .2 q 4 12
m u , u for q2 y 1 s 0 mod l , .H 3 11
< < where the subscript means the degree, i.e., y s i. From this we alsoi
.know the odd degree parts. For dimensional reasons, we see that these
even .outE .cohomology rings are isomorphic to H E . Q.E.D.
 . 3 5Next consider the case p s 5. The order of GL F is 5 2 3 and a2 5
U U 0 1 .Sylow 2-group is generated by T s F = F and h s .5 5 2 0
even h: Ä 4 .   4. w xLEMMA 5.7. H E ( F [ Zr5 B, N m Zr25 ¨ , wherej
F s Zr5 y i y j q 2 iyk y j y i ¨ k ¬ k - 4, i / j,  .1 2 1 2
i q j q 2k s 0 mod 4 or i s j, i s j s k mod 4 .4
2  . even .h2:Proof. Since h s diag 2, 2 , the invariant ring H E is gener-
ated by BV k and by terms
y i y j¨ k with i q j q 2k s 0 mod 4.1 2
Since h* acts as
y ª 2 y , y ª y , ¨ ª y2¨ s 23¨ ,1 2 2 1
 i j iq3k j i . kthe invariant ring under h* is generated by forms y y q 2 y y ¨ ,1 2 1 2
i i k k iq3k yjy3k  i ji / j, y y ¨ , and BV . Since 2 s 2 in F , the term y y q1 2 5 1 2
iq3k j i . k iq3k2 y y ¨ is indeed an invariant. For the case i s j, 2 s 1 so1 2
i s k s j mod 4. Q.E.D.
 .  :  .   .:Let us write N 32 s h, T and M 16 s h, diag 2, 3 .
 . even .M 16.COROLLARY 5.8. i The cohomology H E is multiplicati¨ ely
generated by elements
C , B , V , y4 q 3 y4 ¨ , y4 y y4 ¨ 2 , y4 q 2 y4 ¨ 3 , y y ¨ . 4 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
even N32. Ä .  .  w x w x 4  4.ii H E ( Zr5 C [ Zr5 B B, W [ Zr5 N m2 i j
Ä w xZr25 V .
Proof. Consider an element which is written as a term in F. If it is also
 .  .  i j .  i j. i jinvariant under diag 2, 3 *, then since diag 2, 3 * y y s 2 3 y y , we1 2 1 2
see that i s j mod 4. In particular,
y y ¨ and y4 q 2yk y4 ¨ k .1 2 1 2
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 . 4are invariant under elements in M 16 . Since V s ¨ and C y B s Y q Y1 2
even .M 16.are invariant, any element z g H E can be divisible by an invari-
 .ant element listed in i in the corollary.
even .T The intersection of this ring and H E which is given in Theorem
.2.7 is isomorphic to the second ring in the corollary. Q.E.D.
The ATLAS shows us the following sequences of inclusions we follow
.the convention in the paragraph preceding Theorem 5.6 :
McL:2 - Co3
k
1q25 :3:8 - McL - Coq 2
k
1q25 :8 - U 5 - U 5 :2 - HS - HS :2 .  .q 3 3
THEOREM 5.9.
 :heven even 1q2 evenH E ( H 5 :8 ( H U 5 .  . . .  .5q 3
 .M 16even even evenH E ( H U 5 :2 ( H HS .  .  . .  .5 .53
 .N 32even evenH E ( H HS :2 . .  .  .5
 .Proof. The ATLAS shows that in U 5 there is exactly one maximal3
1q2  .subgroup which contains E, that is, 5 :8. Since U 5 is a simple group,q 3
 . 1q2 even  .. even 1q2 . even . z r8N E s 5 :8. Hence H U 5 ( H 5 :8 ( H E .U5. q 3 5. q
By the same reasoning we obtain the cohomologies of the Higman Sims
groups HS and HS:2. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 5.10.
even Ä Äw x w xH Co ( Zr5 C [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V 4 .  .  /52 j
even Ä Äw x w x 4H Co ( Zr5 C 1, z [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V 4 .  .  /53 4 j
even Ä X Äw x w x 4H McL ( Zr5 C 1, z , z , z [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V , 4 .  .5  /4 6 6 j
where
z s y6 q 3 y6 y y4 y2 q 2 y2 y4 q 3 y3 y3 ¨ 3 .  . .6 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
zX s y6 q 2 y6 q 3 y5 y q y y5 ¨ . .6 1 2 1 2 1 2
z s y4 q 2 y3 y q 4 y y3 y y4 ¨ 2 . .4 1 1 2 1 2 2
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Proof. Since the Conway group Co has only one G-c.c. of F 2-2 p
 .subgroups and T ; W E , its cohomology is given in Theorem 5.4.G
 .Next consider the cohomology of G s McL. The normalizer N E sG
 .  .E:3:8 is a maximal subgroup of G and the subgroup W E of GL F isG 2 5
generated by
1 2 0 1s s and h s . /  /1 y2 2 0
Since there is exactly one G-c.c. of F 2-subgroups, we only considerp
even .element z g H G such that z ¬ A / 0. Since z is invariant under h, it0
follows from Lemma 5.7 that z can be written as
z s y2 i q 22 iyk y2 i q ay y q bB ¨ k , a, b g H even E . 1 .  . .1 2 1 2
If k s 0 mod 4, dividing z by V s ¨ 4, we may assume only the cases
k F 3.
 .First, we consider 1 for 2 i - 8. We easily check s*z / z for elements
z s y2 q 2 y2 q y y ¨ or z s y2 q 3 y2 ¨ 3. .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
Next consider the case
z s y4 y y4 q l y3 y q 2 y y3 q l y2 y2 ¨ 2 . . .1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
The restrictions are
z ¬ A s 1 y 1 q l 1 q 2 q l y4 ¨ 2 s 3l q l y4 ¨ 2 .  . .1 1 2 1 2
z ¬ A s 1 y 1 q l y1 y 2 q l y4 ¨ 2 s y3l q l y4 ¨ 2 . .  . .y1 1 2 1 2
 .  .Since s*y ¬ A s y q y ¬ A s 0 and s*y ¬ A s 2 y y y ¬ A s 0,1 y1 1 2 y1 2 1 1 2 1
we get
4 2 4 2s*z ¬ A s y 2 y y y ¨ ¬ A s yy ¨ . .y1 1 2 y1
4 2 4 2s*z ¬ A s y q y ¨ ¬ A s y ¨ . .1 1 2 1
Therefore the fact that s*z s z implies l s 0 and l s 2. Thus z must2 1
be z in the statement in this theorem.4
By similar arguments, we can see that z , z , zX are only invariants4 6 6
 .under s* and h* of the term 1 with the condition 2 i - 8.
 .For element z with 2 i G 8, we can take l , z let z s 1 such thatsk i i 0
z y l C sV k z ¬ A s 0. sk i i 0
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Since the number of conjugacy class of F 2-subgroups is just one, the abovep
element must be nilpotent. So we obtain the invariant under 3:8.
 .  .  .As for the case G s Co , the subgroup W E s 3: M 16 of GL F is3 G 2 5
2 2 .   .generated by s, h, and t s . Here we take a subgroup of GL F2 51 y2
 . .for M 16 different from that in Corollary 5.8 for convenience . We can
easily check that z is also invariant under t* but z , zX are not. Q.E.D.4 6 6
 .  .  .NGE .For p s 11 and G s J , 5.1 also holds, H* J s H* E . Green4 4 11.
computed this cohomology completely. We give here only the even dimen-
sional cohomology, which is computed by arguments similar to those of the
proof of Theorem 5.10.
 w x.THEOREM 5.11 Green G .
even Ä 2 Ä 2w x w xH J ( Zr11 C z , z , z , z z [ Zr11 N m Zr11 V , 4 .  4 .  /114 6 6 8 6 8 j
where
z s y6 y 2 y5 y y 5 y4 y2 y 5 y2 y4 q 2 y y5 q y6 ¨ 2 .6 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
z s y8 q y7 y y 4 y6 y2 q 4 y5 y3 y 4 y3 y5 y 4 y2 y6 y y y7 q y8 ¨ 6 . .8 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
6. GROUPS WITH p-PURE SUBGROUPS AND WITH
TWO G-c.c. OF F 2-SUBGROUPSp
In this section we consider groups G with exactly two G-c.c. of F 2-p
 .subgroups and local subgroups isomorphic to Pal or similar groups.
These groups are M and He for p s 3, Ru for p s 5, and M for p s 13.24
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a group with a Sylow p-subgroup E, and with a
subgroup isomorphic to Pal. Assume that there are exactly two G-c.c. of
F 2-subgroups. Thenp
I 2 Q H even G Q I 2 [ W , .  .  . .p
 .  .even w x 4 w x 4where I 2 s I E [ Zrp B, D B , W s Zrp B, D W , and R Q R91 1 i
means that R is isomorphic to a subalgebra of R9.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we have
qeven Ä w x w x w x  4H Pal s Zrp D [ Zrp Y [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N 4 .  /2 1 i j
Ä 2 w xm Zrp D .1
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First, consider the case Ag s A . Then g* induces a commutative diagram` 0
H* A .0
6
6
( g*H* G .
6
H* A .`
 . s  . s s  . sBut Y q lB ¬ A s 0 and Y q lB ¬ A s Y , and hence Y q lB1 ` 1 0 1 1
 .f H* G for s G 1.
 .Suppose that h*B / B for some h* g Out9 E . Note that B s Y q Y1 2
y C and
h*Y s « Y q « Y mod y yi i1 1 i2 2 1 2
with « , « s 1, 1 or 1, 0 or 0, 1 . .  .  .  .i1 i2
Since h*B / B, the cases h*Y s Y or h*Y s Y i / j do not occur. Hencei i i j
s  .h*B ¬ A s 0 or h*B ¬ A / 0. Then B f H* G . Next suppose that there0 `
is h with Eh l E s A and h*B / B in A . Then h*: y ª lu q m y with` `
py1 py1  .  py1. s  py1. sl / 0, because h*y s y in H* A . Hence h* y / y`
s  .for all s G 1. Thus B f H* G . In these cases the number of components
even . .of 2-dimensional strata of maximal V in H G V must be less than 2,A
 .which is a contradiction. Therefore B g H* G . Thus we know that
I 2 Q H even G Q I 2 [ W .  .  . .p
for the case Ag s A .` 0
When Ag s A , the argument above also works. Moreover we obtain` 1
even .  . gH G ( I 2 in this case. If A s A , then exchanging the notation p. 1 0
even .  .Y and B, we also have H G ( I 2 . Q.E.D.1  p.
 . g  . g  .COROLLARY 6.2. If 1 A s A or 2 A s A or 3 p s 3 and there` 1 1 0
 . even .  .is g g N E such that the adjoint g* maps a l b, then H G s I 2 .G  p.
Proof. We observed above that the theorem holds under assumption
 .  .  .1 or assumption 2 . Thus we may assume the condition 3 . The only
 .  .nonzero W is W . The adjoint action g* y y ¨ s y y y¨ shows thati 1 1 2 2 1
 .W f H* G . Q.E.D.1
COROLLARY 6.3.
H even M ( H even 2F 2 9 .  . . .324 4
qÄ Äw x w x w x( I 2 ( Zr3 D [ Zr3 B m Zr9 D . .  .2 1
even w x  4H Ru ( I 2 [ Zr5 B , D W . .  . .5 1 2
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w x  .Proof. From ATLAS , the group M :2 s Aut M is the maximal12 12
 .subgroup and the involution of M :2 induces the map in Corollary 6.2 3 .12
 . 2  .  . 2  .Since L 3 :2 Q F 2 9, similar statements hold for L 3 :2 in F 2 9. From3 4 3 4
 .N32.  .  .Corollary 5.8, we have W g H* E . The list 4.1 shows that W E2 R u
 .is isomorphic to N 32 , and hence Theorem 4.3 implies the corollary.
Q.E.D.
Next consider the case where G contains the semidirect product
 .F :SL F . Denote this group by SPal. The corresponding diagonal groupp 2 p
  y1 . 4is ST s t s diag l, l ¬ 0 / l g F . The action t* is given byp
y ª l2 y , y ª ly1 y , ¨ ª l¨ .1 1 2 2
The invariant ring is
qSTeven  py1.r2Ä w xH E ( Zrp y A [ Zrp Y A [ M [ Zrp N , B 4 .  . /1 1 2 2 j
Ä 2 w xm Zrp V ,
 i py1y2 i4  i i4  i j kwhere A s Zrp 1, y ¨ , A s Zrp 1, y ¨ , and M s Zrp y y ¨1 1 2 2 1 2
4¬ 2 i y j q k s 0 mod p y 1 and ij ) 0, k - p y 1 . The cohomology of
SPal is
H even SPal .  .p
ST y1 WUeven even( H E l i H A .  .` `
q py1.r2Ä w x( Zrp y ¨ [ Zrp y A [ M [ Zrp N , B 4 . /2 1 1 j
Ä 2 w xm Zrp D .1
PROPOSITION 6.4. Assume that G has a Sylow p-subgroup E, contains
SPal as a subgroup, and has exactly two G-c.c. of F 2-subgroups. Also assumep
 4 2  .that p s 3m q 1 and a nontri¨ ial element in 0 : U ; F :SL F s SPal isp 2 2
2  4G-conjugate to elements in F : 1 ; SPal. Thenp
even evenI 2 Q H G .  .  .p
m m m 2Ä w xQ Zrp y q y ¨ [ M [ Zrp N , B m Zrp D . 4 . .1 2 j 1
 . s  .Proof. If y ¨ g H* G ¬ A , then s s i s p y 1 y 2 i and so s s m.1 0
Therefore
mWeven 2Ä Ä w xH SPal ¬ A ; H* A ( Zrp y ¨ m Zrp D . .  .  .0 1 1
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By arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 6.1, we prove the
proposition. Q.E.D.
The Monster group satisfies the assumption of Proposition 6.4 for
p s 13. However, we can compute cohomology more easily by using
 .  .Theorem 4.3 and the list 4.1 . The group W E s 3 = 4 = S , which isG 4
0 1 .generated by T and w s . The following lemma is easily verified.y1 0
LEMMA 6.5. For each p,
 :T , weven 2Ä Äw x w x w x 4H E ( Zrp C [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N m Zrp V . 4 .  /2 i j
THEOREM 6.6.
even w x  4H M ( I 2 [ Zr13 B , D W .  . .13 1 2 i
H even He ( I 2 . .  . .3
Proof. First, consider the case M, p s 13. Since the length of the orbit
 .  .of A via the action N E is 2 and the other is 12 from the list 4.1 , we0 G
 .see that A is a p-pure subgroup. Also from the list, we have W A s0 G 0
 . even .  .4L 13 2. Note that the invariant ring in H A under 4L 13 2 and T2 0 2
 .is the invariant ring under GL 13 . Hence Theorem 4.3 and an isomor-2
phism
 : y1  .T , w 4 L 13 2U 2H* M ( H* E i H* A .  .  . . F13 A 0
show the theorem.
 .  :As for the case He for p s 3, we have W E s D s T , w . MoreoverG 8
 ..  .W p-pure s GL 3 . Hence if A is p-pure, we have the theorem. IfG 2 0
A is p-pure, then we have also an isomorphism exchanging B and C y B.1
Q.E.D.
 .7. GL F , M , AND RELATED GROUPS3 p 12
  ..First, we recall the cohomology of H* GL F . Let U be a maximal3 p  p. 3
 .unipotent subgroup of GL F , generated by upper triangular matrices3 p
 .with diagonal entries 1. Then U is a Sylow p-subgroup of GL F and it3 3 p
is isomorphic to E. Let W ( S be the Weyl group and T be the3 3 3
diagonal group. Then the Bruhat decomposition is given,
GL F s B wB , where B s T U is a Borel group. . D3 p 3 3 3 3 3
wgs3
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By the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theorem, we can compute coho-
 .  .mology. The action on H* U induced from diag l , 1, l g T is exactly3 1 2 3
 .  .the same as the action from t s diag l , l g T ; GL F in Section 2.1 2 2 2 p
Hence we obtain
T T2 2H* B s H* U s H* E Theorem 2.6 . .  .  .  . .p3 3
 .Let Pal be the parabolic subgroup generated by w s 1, 2 and B, where3 3
we denote a permutation matrix w by the corresponding permutation.3
Then Pal s Pal and hence its cohomology is already given in Theorem3
 . w2.7. Let w s 2, 3 and identify A with U l U in E s U .1 0 3 3 3
w x.THEOREM 7.1 TY .
y1 wUH* GL F ( H* Pal i H* A , .  . . . F3 p 0 0 .p
qeven Ä w x w x w x  4H GL F ( Zrp Y V [ Zrp Y V [ Zrp B B , W . . 3 p 1 2 i .p
Ä 2 w x[Zrp N m Zrp D , 4 /j 1
with the multiplication BY V s Y Y V s B2D y B2qp.i 1 2 1
Remark. There are three G-c.c. of F 2-subgroups: A , A , A . Thep 0 ` 1
 .projective group PGL F has the same Bruhat decomposition except for3 p
  ..  .T s T s diag l , 1, l ; hence we obtain more generallyP G L 1 2
H* GL F ( H* PGL F . .  . .  .n p n p .  .p p
 .The special linear group SL F also has the same Bruhat decomposi-3 p
tion except for the diagonal subgroup. This case T s t sS L
  .y1 .4diag l , l , l l . The adjoint action t* is given by1 2 1 2
y ª j y , y ª jl3 y with l rl s j . .1 1 2 2 2 1 2
 .Hence if 3 is prime to p y 1, then the diagonal actions for SL F and3 p
 .GL F are the same.3 p
  ..   ..LEMMA 7.2. If 3 ¦ p y 1, then H* GL F ( H* SL F .3 p  p. 3 p  p.
THEOREM 7.3. If p y 1 s 3m, then
H even SL F . .3 p  .p
qm mÄ w x  4( Zrp y ¨ [ Zrp y ¨ [ Zrp B B , M0 [ Zrp N 4 .  . /1 2 j
Ä 2 w xm Zrp D ,1
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 i j kwhere M0 s Zrp y y ¨ ¬ 2 i y j q k s 2 j y i q k s 0 mod p y 1, 0 -1 2
4i, j, k - p y 1, ij ) 0 .
even .  .Proof. Recall the cohomology H SPal Proposition 6.4 . The diag-
  y1 .4   y1 .4onal groups ST s t s diag l, l , 1 and ST 9 s t s diag 1, l, l
even .T S L even .ST j ST 9generate T . Hence H E s H E . Thus we haveS L
T S LevenH E .
qmi miÄ w x w x( Zrp Y y ¨ [ Zrp Y y ¨ .  . 4  4 /1 1 2 2
Ä 2w x w x 4[Zrp B B , M0 [ Zrp N m Zrp V . 4j /
From the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theorem,
H* SL F . .3 p  .p
T S L y1 w3 y1 w1U Ueven( H E i H* A i H* A . .  .  . .  .F F0 0 `
 .Thus we can compute the cohomology of SL F . Q.E.D.3 p
 .Remark. By the same reasoning as that in the case GL F , we see thatn
H* PSL F s H* SL F . .  . .  .3 p 3 p .  .p p
  ..  .Next consider the group Aut PSL F s PSL F :Zr2. The involu-3 p 3 p
tion Zr2 is generated by ti, the transpose]inverse automorphism M ª
 y1 . tM . Note that
1 a c 1 1
y1w w s for w s .1 b b 1 1 /  /  /1 c a 1 1
Consider the diagram
PSL F ª PSL F ª PSL F .  .  .3 p 3 p 3 p
D D D
W * ti
U ª U ª Uy
where U is the group of lower triangular matrices with diagonal entries 1.y
Hence the automorphism tiw* is given by a y b, c y c. Thus ti* is given by
y ª yy , ¨ ª y¨ . Therefore we obtain1 2
 .PROPOSITION 7.4. If 3, p y 1 s 1 then
even w x  4H Aut PSL F ( I 2 [ Zrp B , D W . . . . /3 p 1 2 i
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even . Remark. All H G obtained in Section 6 G s He for p s 3; Ru p.
.for p s 5; and M for p s 13 are isomorphic to the above ring.
Now we consider simple sporadic groups which have exactly three G-c.c.
of F 2-subgroups. First, consider the smaller Mathieu group M for p s 3.p 12
 .  .The group W E s Zr2 = Zr2 s T in the list 4.1 . By this list, weG
 . 2can verify that N p-pure s Pal and that A , A are only p-pure F -G 0 ` p
subgroups in E. Hence from Theorem 4.3, its cohomology is the same as
 .that of GL F .3 3
 w x.  .THEOREM 7.5 Milgram and Tezuka MT . H * M (12 3.
  ..H* GL F .3 3 3.
Next consider the case He for p s 7. The cohomology of this group was
 .  .computed by Leary. By the list 4.1 , we already know that W E s S =H e 3
3 3 0 1  . 4  .3. It is generated by T 9 s diag l, m ¬ l s m s 1 and w s .1 0
 w x. even .T 9, w:LEMMA 7.6 Leary Ly1 . The in¨ariant ring H E is multiplica-
ti¨ ely generated by elements
y3 q y3 , y3 y3 , ¨ y5 y2 y y2 y5 , ¨ 2 y y , ¨ 3 y3 y y3 , N , B , V . 4 .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j
 .Proof. By the adjoint action t* for t s diag l, m ,
t* y i y j¨ k s liqkm jqk y i y j¨ k . .1 2 1 2
Hence by the invariance of T 9, we have i s j s yk mod 3. Hence a sum
i i 3myi  i 3qi 3qi i . 3my3of terms y y ¨ and y y y y y ¨ must be invariant under1 1 1 2 1 2
 :T 9, w . Q.E.D.
 w x. even .THEOREM 7.7 Leary Ly1 . The cohomology H He is multiplica-7.
ti¨ ely generated by
y3 q y3 , B y y3 y3 , ¨ y5 y2 y y2 y5 , ¨ 2 y y , ¨ 3 y3 y y3 , N , D . 4 .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j 1
 w x.  .Proof see Leary Ly1 . Under the conjugation action of W E sG
 : 2T 9, w , the F -subgroups in E are decomposed into the three orbitsp
 4  4  4A , A , A , A , A , A , A , A .0 ` 1 2 4 3 5 6
 .From the list 4.1 the pure subgroup is a subgroup of type A or type A .1 6
 . 2  .Since N P-pure s 7 :2 L 7 , the centralizer of a p-pure subgroup X inG 2
 .  .N E must be X itself. However, we have w g C A . Hence A is aG N E . 1 6G
p-pure subgroup. From Theorem 4.3, we obtain
 : y1  .T , w 2 L 7U 2H* He s H* E i H* A . Q.E.D. .  .  . . F7 A 6
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X  .  .The Fischer group F contains He:2 and the group W E s W E ?24 G H e
 .  .2 s S = 6, from the list 4.1 . This subgroup of GL F is generated by3 2 p
 .T 9, w, and y1 s diag y1, y1 . Hence from Lemma 7.6, we easily see
even .T 9, w , y1:LEMMA 7.8. H E is multiplicati¨ ely generated by
23 3 3 3 2 2 6 6 2 3 6 6y q y , y y , ¨y y y y y , ¨ y y , ¨ y y y , B , N , V . .  .  . 51 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j
 .  .   ..From the list 4.1 , W P-pure s 2 ? L 7 :2. Hence we haveG 2
 . 2N P-pureeven GH P-pure ( Zrp y¨ , D . .  . 1
By Theorem 4.3, we obtain
even X .THEOREM 7.9. H F is multiplicati¨ ely generated by24 7.
23 3 3 3 2 2 6 6 2 3 6 6y q y , B y y y , ¨y y y y y , ¨ y y , ¨ y y y , N , D . .  .  . 51 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j 1
Last, we consider the O'Nan group O'N for p s 7. From the list, we
 .  .  .have W E s 3D . Hence it is generated by diag y1, 1 , diag 2, 2 , andG 8
0 1 .w9 s .y1 0
even .3 D8LEMMA 7.10. H E is multiplicati¨ ely generated by
y2 q y2 ¨ 2 , y y3 y y3 y ¨ , y y5 y y5 y ¨ 3 , y2 y2 ¨ 4 ,  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
y4 y2 q y2 y4 , Y , Y , B , N , V .41 2 1 2 1 1 j
i j k  .  .Proof. If y y ¨ is invariant under diag 1, y1 , diag y1, 1 , and1 2
 .diag 2, 2 , then i s j s k mod 2 and i q j q 2k s 0 mod 3. Hence one of
the terms
y2 ¨ 2 , y4 ¨ 4 , y y ¨ 5, y y3¨ , y y5¨ 3 , y2 y2 ¨ 4 , y2 y4 , y3 y3¨ 31 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
and the terms obtained by exchanging y and y are invariant. We can1 2
now easily determine which of these terms are invariant under w9. Q.E.D.
even .THEOREM 7.11. H O'N is multiplicati¨ ely generated by7.
y2 q y2 ¨ 2 , y y3 y y3 y ¨ , y y5 y y5 y ¨ 3 , y2 y2 ¨ 4 ,  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
2 B y y4 y2 y y2 y4 , N , D 41 2 1 2 j 1
 . 2Proof. The orbits of N E -action on the F -subgroups in E. TheG p
orbits are
 4  4  4A , A , A , A , A , A , A , A .0 ` 1 6 2 3 4 5
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 .  4By the list 4.1 , the two c.c. of p-pure subgroups are A , A and0 `
 4A , A . Hence from Theorem 4.3, we obtain1 6
H* O'N .  .7
y1  . y1  .3 D8 2 L 7 2 2 L 7 2U U2 2( H* E i H A i H* A . Q.E.D. .  .  .F FA0 0 A1 1
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